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 Archetypes are found all over the world and may have very important significance to 

the people who have them. Archetypal symbols, for example, have triggered peoples to 
struggle for some specific purposes. An archetypal symbol in Papua which is found in 

the Bintang Kejora flag which is actually the Sampari, also called the Makmeser, the 

Morning Star has become the people’s symbol of struggle for some time now.  This 
symbol is actually originated in the Manarmakeri myth in the Biak people oral 

literature tradition with Manarmakeri as the leading character. This Sampari is very 

closely related to the Koreri sheben, an era in which there is abundance, no more 
deaths, only eternal life, and ever lasting happiness. This paper will briefly discuss the 

Manarmakeri myth starting with its archetypal plot, characters, situations, and symbols, 

then, on to its developmental implication and political significance.      

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Archetypal Criticism: 

The archetypal approach started during the 20th century with the speculation of the British anthropologist 

J.G. Frazer in his work The Golden Bough (1890-1915), a comparative study on mythology; also from the Swiss 

psychologist Carl G. Jung in the 1920s. Actually, Jung developed the concept from Freud. Jung believed that 

certain human products and activities remain in memory. This memory produces archetypal concepts, that is, 

certain structures, characters, or patterns that recur in the works of human imagination from generation to 

generation. This happens universally for there are facts indicating similarities in ideas or certain patterns all over 

the world. It is only the settings, time, and the characters which are different. Ideas presented by the background 

or the characters are similar (for some brief but clear definition of the archetypal criticism and the archetype, see 

Merriam Webster’s Encyclopedia of Literature, 199:65; see also Cuddon, 1999:53-54). The supreme gods, for 

example, as leading characters, have similar roles. In Greek mythology, there is Zeus (Hillegass, 1973), in 

Roman mythology, there is Jupiter (ibid), in Egypt, there is the sun god Amun Ra (Hillegass, 1973, Storm, 

2003), in Iran, there is the sun god Houtu (Minns, 2003), in Arab mythology, there is Allah (Amstrong, 2001, 

Storm, 2003), in Canaan, there is El (Storm, 2003), in India, there is Indra (Hillegass, 1973).  

Or, there are similarities in themes and plots. The creation myths, for example, are similar among the 

Babylonian, Greek, and Egyptian myths (Hillegass, 1973). The similarities of story of the great flood in the 

Bible, in the Gelgamesh story from Messopotamia, and in Papua the stories of Wetuwe, the Magic Crocodile 

from Jayapura area which alludes to the Bible or The Saga of Makmeserfrom the Biak oral tradition. Love tales 

http://www.ajbasweb.com/
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are also found all over the world: the Babylonian Pyramus and Thisbe, the Phrygian Baucis and Philemon, the 

Roman Cupid and Venus, the Greek Hero and Leander, etc. (Weigel, 1991). And so on.  

Northrop Frye, in his TheAnatomy of Criticism (1957), presents four essays. His third essay discusses this 

archetypal criticism, but his other three essays are still very closely related to the third. Reminding us of what 

Strauss says in “The Archetypes of Literature” (in Richer, 1989:679) Frye maintains “I suggest that what is at 

present missing from literary criticism is a coordinating principle, a central hypothesis which, like the theory of 

evolution in biology, will see the phenomena it deals with as parts of a whole.” In the same essay, Frye stresses 

the importance of myth in which we can find and learn various archetypes. In this context, Frye gives some 

examples of archetypes which are cycles of the day, cycles of the seasons, and cycles of the human life. Frye 

adds his opinion: 

The myth is the central informing power that gives archetypal significance to the ritual and archetypal 

narrative to the oracle. Hence the myth is the archetype, though it may be convenient to say myth only when 

referring to narrative, and archetype when speaking of significance.     

There are several possibilities to classify the archetypes into various categories. Possible categories are 

symbols, backgrounds, themes, characters, situations, plots, imageries, etc. (see Chris Baldick 1991; Morner dan 

Rausch 1991). However, the three common categories are: 1) characters, 2) situations, and 3) symbols. In this 

article, I will include four categories: (1) characters, (2) plots, (3) situations, and (3) symbols.   

In his The Educated Imagination(1964) Girard says that one needs to understand the literary works as a 

whole. This is what is understood in the ideas of the archetypes. Girard says: 

All themes and characters and stories that you encounter in literature belong to one interlocking family. … 

in literature you don’t just read one novel or poem after another, but that there is a real subject to be studied, as 

there is in a science, and that the more you read, the more you learn about literature as a whole. (1964:48-49) 

 

In the analysis of the Manarmakeri myth (data from Pratomo, 1983:78-99, Kamma, 19972:25-36; cf. the 

Hatam myth Ukut-Kado, the Sawi and the Auyu myth Sawapacu-Ataphapkon) I will first present the plot 

summary with the archetypal narrative structures by Propp, and Todorov, characters, situations, and symbols. 

Then, I will go on with some implication and significance.     

 

II. The Plot: 

2.1 The Plot Summary of the Myth: 

An old man called Yawi Nushado, later he came to be called Manarmakeri,helped to catch the maiden, a 

cassuary’s grandchild, to become the wife of the prince. He was promised to be given the prince’s sister as his 

wife. Instead of the sister, he was given a pig. He took the pig to his village. His relatives killed his pig, broke 

his garden fence for firewood, and picked his pumkin leaves to wrap the pork during his absence leaving only a 

little pork for him. Because of this he left his village Sopen and went on a long journey. Since he did not take 

care of his health, his body became full of scabies. Manarmakeri actually means ‘the man full of scabies’. He 

seemed to acquire some mystical power from a golden stick. From his supernatural power, he brought about a 

spring that is still in existence today called War Manarmakeri.  

On his journey he came to see his cousin and when he was going to leave, his cousin gave him two 

coconuts of which one was already sprouting. When he arrived at Meokbundi, he planted this already sprouting 

one and a coconut tree grew up in no time in his place of destination. He tapped the coconut tree to get palm-

wine, something he loved. But the Sampari, also called the Makmeser, the Morning Star came down to steal his 

palm-wine. He caught the Star and would not let go before the Star give him knowledge of the Koreri sheben 

(resurrection of the dead and the coming of Koreri).   He defeated the Makmeser.To acquire the knowledge he 

wanted, the Star told him to put a spell on a kind of fruit called bintanggurand throw it to a maiden called 

Insoraki, the most beautiful maiden on the island. She was pregnant and bore a sonnamed Manarbew, which 

means “the Bringer of Peace”.  

He transfigured from an old man full of scabies into a young handsome man through burning fire as told by 

Sampari. From his supernaturalpower, he performed a number of miracles. His extraordinary miracle was his 

transformation from a scabby man to a handsome young man.  

The inhabitants did not want an old man like him to have a young beautiful wife like Insoraki. They all left 

the island leaving Manarmakeri and his family alone behind.  

He then left the island too with his family.On his journey to the west he would like to reveal the Koreri to 

the islanders he visited,but because of some misunderstanding, he refused to do it and he then continued his 

journey to the west with his family and promised to return someday which will mark the beggining of the age of 

Koreri at which time no one will have to work any longer for food will be abundant, the sick will be healed, the 

dead will be resurrected, and the living will no longer die. 
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2.2 Propp’s and Todorov’s Narrative Structures: 

The following are the sjuzet, borrowing the term for plot by the Russian Formalists, (Richter, 1989; 

Baldick, 1991; Ibsch and Fokklema, 1998), the general patterns of the narration by Vladimir Propp (1927) and 

Todorov. Propp has 31 narratemes. Todorov has a cycle of equilibrium- force- disequilibrium-equilibrium- 

force– disequilibrium,etc. Some of Propp’s narratemes generally occur in pairs, such as departure and return. 

They may also be repeated. Propp’s narratemes and Todorov’s narrative patterns are applied to the Manamakeri 

myth as presented below. Propp’s narratemes are on the left and the Manarmakeri’s corresponding elements are 

on the rightof the table. Todorov’s patterns are below the table. It seems that there are two separate plots in the 

myth, the first is shorter than the second which is the actual story. 

 
The First Plot:  

1ST SPHERE: INTRODUCTION 

Steps 1-7 introduces the situation and most of the main characters, setting the scene for subsequence adventure 

Propp’s Narratemes Elements in the myth Character (s) 

1.Absentation: Someone goes missing  Sudden meeting with the unrecognized  

maiden on the beach 

The maiden 

2.Interdiction: Hero is warned  Manarmakeri is mocked not to join the 

the army to catch the maiden 

Manarmakeri 

3.Violation of interdiction Still permitted to join despite his old age The men in the army 

4.Reconnaissance: Villain seeks something The prince wants the maiden The prince 

5.Delivery: The villain gains information The prince may get info about 

Manarmakeri 

The prince 

6.Trickery: Villain attempts to deceive victim Promise to give his sister for a wife The prince 

7.Complicity: Unwitting helping of the enemy  Manarmakeri helps in the ambush Manarmakeri 

 

2ND SPHERE: THE BODY OF THE STORY 

The main story starts here and extends to the departure of the hero on the main quest 

Propp’s Narratemes Elements in the myth Character (s) 

8. Villany and lack: The need is identified The lie of the prince The prince 

9. Mediation: Hero discovers the lack Manarmakeri is given a pig, not the sister  The prince 

10.Counteraction: Hero chooses positive action Still he enjoys the wedding and make 

them happy with his miracles  

Manarmakeri 

11.Departure: Hero leave on mission Back to his village Sopen with the pig Manarmakeri 

 

The Second Plot: 

1ST SPHERE: INTRODUCTION 
Steps 1-7 introduces the situation and most of the main characters, setting the scene for subsequence adventure 

Propp’s Narratemes Elements in the myth Character (s) 

1.Absentation: Someone goes missing  The pig, the fence, the pumkin leaves  

2.Interdiction: Hero is warned  Manarmakeri is begged not to go The relatives 

3.Violation of interdiction He still leaves Manrmakeri 

4.Reconnaissance: Villain seeks something   

5.Delivery: The villain gains information The relatives know he has the hatchet, the 

pig, etc. 

The relatives 

6.Trickery: Villain attempts to deceive victim The relatives ask for his hatchet, kill the 

pig, etc. 

The relatives 

7.Complicity: Unwitting helping of the enemy  He gives all they need Manarmakeri 

 

2ND SPHERE: THE BODY OF THE STORY 

The main story starts here and extends to the departure of the hero on the main quest 

Propp’s Narratemes Elements in the myth Character (s) 

8. Villany and lack: The need is identified The greed of the relatives Manarmakeri 

9. Mediation: Hero discovers the lack They want to take advantage of him Manarmakeri 

10.Counteraction: Hero chooses positive action Just keep silent   

11.Departure: Hero leave on mission Leaving for the island of Samber  Manarmakeri 

 

3RD SPHERE: THE DONOR SEQUENCE 

Here the hero goes in search of a method by which the solution may be reached, gaining the magical agent from the donor. This in itself 

may be a complete story.   

Propp’s Narratemes Elements in the myth Character (s) 

12.Testing:Hero is challenged to prove heroic qualities On his way to Samber and other islands 

by himself 

Manarmakeri 

13.Reaction: Hero responds to test He endures all the problems on his way Manarmakeri 

14.Acquisition: Hero gains magical item The golden stick Manarmakeri 

15.Guidance: Hero reaches destination He arrrives at Meokwundi Manarmakeri 

16.Struggle: Hero and villain do battle Wretle with the Sampari Manarmakeri 

17.Branding: Hero is branded Bintanggur fruit and the spell The Sampari 

18.Victory: Villain is defeated The Sampari is defeated Manarmakeri 

19.Resolution: Initial misfortune He get knowledge of the Koreri Manarmakeri 
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4ST SPHERE: THE HERO’S RETURN 

This phase is not yet fulfilled because  the hero, Manarmakeri, has not returned up to now from his journey to the west 

 

If we apply the Todorov’snarrative pattern to the myth, we have: First Plot: equilibrium (the peaceful life in 

the prince’s village), force(the prince wants to have the maiden as his wife), disequilibrium(the ambush to catch 

the maiden), equilibrium (the wedding of the prince and the maiden),force (the deceit of the prince to 

Manarmakeri), disaquilibrium (Manarmakeri returns to his village heart-broken); Second Plot:equilibrium (the 

peaceful life of the village of Sopen from where the myth started), force (the greed of his relatives to kill his pig, 

broke his fence, and destroyed his pumpkin leaves),disequilibrium (Manarmakeri becomes upset and leave the 

village of Sopen and on his way to the island of Meokwundi), equilibrium (Koreri is promised to Manarmakeri 

after he has defeated the Sampari, the Morning Star), but the phases need to be extended a bit. After the last 

equilibrium, another force comes (the effects of Manarmakeri’s miracles), then a disequilibrium comes and this 

situation has been there up to now because Manarmakeri has not returned since.  

 

III. The Characters: 

3.1 Archetypal Characters: 

The archetypal characters usually include: the hero/heroine, the rake, the scapegoat, the outcast, the 

hypersensitive youth, the earth mother, the martyr, the rebel, the cruel stepmother, the saint, the spiritual 

woman, the tyrannical father, star-crossed lovers, the ruler, the liar, the witch, femme fatale, and so on (Cuddon, 

1998).   

Some examples of archetypal characters are the following: King Lear by Shakespeare depicts a tyrannical 

father whom finally has to eat his own words and his tyrannical attitudes; the Iliad by Homer presents the hero, 

Don Juan by Byron gives us the rake; Cinderella presents the cruel stepmother. In Sentani, Papua oral tradition, 

we have two very well-known characters, Ebale Yakale and Hubleuw (Fatubun, 2000) depicting the liar, two 

characters very similar to Abu Nawas from the Middle East. There is a possibility that one character may 

represent more than one archetype.   

 

3.1.1 The Archetypal Characters in the Myth: 

There are three obvious archetypal characters in the myth. They are Manarmakeri himself, his wife, 

Insoraki, and his son, Manarbew. All three of them have their counterparts in other great myths of the world.  

a. Manarmakeri. Manarmakeri is the leading character in the myth of Manarmakeri. Manarmakeri may be 

categorized as the hero at the end of the myth or as the outcast at the beginning of the myth. The journey of 

Manarmakeri is similar to the journeys of Odyssey by Homer or Aeneas by Virgil (19 SM). From what he does, 

Manarmakeri may look similar to Moses when through his supernatural power, he brought about a spring, or 

Joseph in his relation to Insoraki, or as Jacob in the fight with the Makmeser to reveal him the Koreri, or as 

Jesus who performed many miracles, e.g. he just drew a ship on the sand and it transformed to become a real 

ship, and out of the blue, he provided food for his son, Manarbew, and other family members.    

b. Insoraki. The pregnancy of this woman reminds us of the Virgin Mary (Mat.1:18-25; Luc 2:1-7), or 

Dughdova (Storm, 2003) or Queen Maya (Maltby, 2003). Insoraki was pregnant only by means of a bintangur 

fruit touching her breasts. The fruit was sent by Manarmakeri to touch her breasts while she was bathing in the 

river. When the fruit touched her breasts, the breasts started to itch and that initiated her pregnancy. The 

pregnancy of the Virgin Mary was of course begun by means of the words of God through the announcement of 

the archangel Gabriel; the pregnancy of Dughdova, Zoroaster’s mother, was through the visitation by a shaft of 

light.        

c. Manarbew. This boy is similar to Jesus, Sidharta Budha Gautama, or Zoroaster. They all were born 

through some intervention of the divine. Since Manarbew was still a little boy when he went with his family to 

the west, nothing could be said about his adulthood. The difference from the three great figures is that Herod 

tried to kill the baby Jesus and to protect the baby the angel told Joseph and Mary to bring the baby and escape 

to Egypt (Mat.2:13-15). He was also tempted by the Devil when He was adult (Mar.1:12-13; Mat. 4:1-11; 

Luc.4:1-13). Sidharta was tempted during his meditation by the daughters of Marah, the demon king (Maltby, 

2003). His temptations, however, were more psychological than spiritual in the Christian sense. Baby Zoroaster 

also had to be protected by Ahura Mazda since Angra Mainyu was trying to destroy the boy (Storm, 2003:88). 

There is no information about Manarbew since he traveled to the west with his family and has not returned 

since. He seems to look similar to these three other great figures in the history of humanity. His great and 

amazing deeds will probably be performed when he comes back from the west someday, after seven generations 

if we remember the words of the Makmeser. Who knows?  After all his name means“the Bringer of Peace”. 

 

IV. The Situations: 

A number of archetypal situations found in the myth are more biblical in nature than others as a person 

familiar with the Bible would immediately allude to it.  
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4.1 The Archetypal Situations in the Myth: 

4.1.1 Emergence of the Spring: 

On his journey to the island of Meokwundi he became thirsty so he went ashore. Since there was no water, 

he stood at the foot of a cliff and called forth a spring sprouted out which is still in existence today called War 

Manarmakeri. Manarmakeri used his golden stick to perform his miracles. This is very easily recognized by 

anyone familiar with the Exodus story (Ex. 17:1-7) in which Moses used his stick to strike a rock which brought 

about a spring coming out from the rock in Meribah (Numbers 20:7-13). His journey is actually itself an 

achetype. A journey like this reminds us of The Voyage of Bran, the Irishman who set out to visit the Happy 

Underworld, the dwelling-place of immortals called the Sidhe. Another great epic about journey is Homer’s the 

Odyssey (see for example, Wilkinson and Philip, 2007). In ancient cultures, spring means water that fertilizes 

the earth coming to the surface which suggested the power of healing and purification.    

 

4.1.2 The Wrestle between Manarmakeri and the Makmeser, the Morning Star: 

After the Morning Star has been caught, Manarmakeri would not let it go unsless the Star gave him 

blessings and divulged the Star’s secret to Manarmakeri. There is a dialogue between the two about what the 

Star should give him. The Star promised him riches, glory, and constant profit but Manarmakeri said he had 

already had them. Before letting the Star go, the Star told him about the secret of Koreri sheben which he should 

get through the birth of Manarbew from the Princess Insoraki which he later carried out as told by the Star. The 

scene of the wrestle between Manarmakeri and the Makmeseris very similar to the biblical scene where Jacob 

struggled with God and he asked God to bless him(Gen. 32:22-32).  

 

4.1.3 The Promise to Return from the West: 

Because of some misunderstanding, Manarmakeri sailed to the west with his family and promised to return 

someday. This is archetipically similar to the Second Coming of Christ (Mat.24:29-31, see also Luke 21:25-28; 

or Mark 13: 24-27). In most archetypes of the return, the hero returns with the gained wisdom on the journey to 

integrate the wisdom into the life of the people and may figure out how to share the wisdom with the rest of the 

world. The return in the Manarmakeri myth is just like the Second Coming of Christ, is still being expected by 

the Biak people.  The difference is that Yesus has taught the human race and left his powerful teaching to 

change the world and He will come again for another era of spiritual bliss. Manarmakeri did not do this, and this 

is what the people have been waiting.   

 

IV. The Symbols: 

4.1 Symbol: 

A symbol is something that stands for or suggests something else by reason of relationship, association, 

convention, or accidental resemblance; especially, a visible sign of something invisible (for example, the lion is a 

symbol of courage and the cross is a symbol of Christianity). In this sense all words can be called symbols, but the 

examples given—the lion and the cross—are really metaphors: that is, symbols that represent a complex of other 

symbols, and which are generally negotiable in a given society (just as money is a symbol for goods or labor). These 

are considered public symbols in that they are universally recognized (Merriam Webster’s Encyclopedia of Literature, 

1995:1085, see also Cuddon, 1999:884-885).  Diel (in Cirlot, 1962)  asserts that the symbol is a vehicle at once universal and 

particular. As soon as one sees a symbol and he or she may relate it to other ones in other places, these are the 

archetypal symbols. A symbol has a meaning independent of the rest of the narrative in which it appears. A symbol 

can also have more than one meaning while the meaning of an allegorical figure is clear and specific to the rest of the 

allegory.  

 

4.2 Archetypal Symbols and Ideas in the Myth: 

4.2.1 Sampari (Makmeser), the Morning Star (the Bintang Kejora): 

The Morning Star is the most outstanding symbol in this myth. Since it has a very important political 

significance, it will be discussed quite lengthy here. Many nations all over the world adopt this symbol in their 

national flags or arms, for example, North Korea, the US, China, etc. This object symbolizes freedom, 

independence and the like. Sampari, the Bintang Kejora (The Morning Star) which has become known for 

sometime now in Papua in the Free Papua Movement flag has its origin in this myth. The star in the flag is 

actually the Makmeser, the Morning Star in the Biak oral tradition. Since there are similar episodes between the 

myth and the Bible, the star may also be related to the passage in the Bible in which Christ proclaims himself 

“the bright and morning star” (Revelation 22:16). The Star of Bethlehem may also have some specific 

significance here since it guided the wise men from the east to the manger where Christ the child was just as the 

Makmeser leading the Biak people and other Papuans in general in struggles towards a better world. It may also 

refer to the Sigullum Salomis or scutum Davidis which we can see today in the Jewish flag (see Biedemann, 

1994:321-322; Tresidder, 2011:284; Cirlot, 1962:309-310) . It has to have this significance because as a sign of 

light shining in the darkness, the star is the symbol of the spirit, the spirit of the Papuans; it may also stand for 
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the forces of the spirit struggling against forces of darkness as perceived by a people. This is the meaning we 

have seen so far in the fight of the Papuans as led by the Bintang Kejora flag. 

 

4.2.2 Manarmakeri’s Transfiguration: 

The second most important symbol in the myth is the transfiguration of Manarmakeri.  The transfiguration 

of Manarmakeri from an old man full of scabies in the burning fire into a handsome young man in symbolic 

sense is similar to cremation, that is, a death at the stake. It is the consummation through fire and from the 

mystic point of view, any kind of cremation, are all symbols of sublimation, that is, the destruction of what is 

base to make way for what is superior (Cirlot, 1971:66, see also ‘fire’ in Biedermann, 1994:129). He first came 

out of the fire and his skin was white like a European but he did not like it, so he went back into the fire. This 

time he came out with a brownish-black skin and he liked it. He emerged out of the fire as a handsome young 

man. He selected several kinds of clothes. His first choice was a European suit, but he did not like it and then 

decided to dress like a traditional Biak man. This transformation may allude to the Bible about Jesus’ 

transformation on the mountain (Mat. 17:1-13; Mar. 9:2-13; Luc. 9:28-36).  

His transformation may be understood in two ways. One way is that since he was proud of his own culture 

he wanted to remain like a true Biaki man. The other is that he refused modernization as symbolized by the 

refusal of European skin and cloth. The trend we see today is the pride of the Papuans with their own culture. 

This myth and its good teachings need to be made knownto people to trigger a civilization if we see,for 

examples,great civilizations like the Greek, the Egyptian, the Chinese, the Roman myths. They all have been 

triggered by their great and complex mythologies. 

 

4.2.3 TheKoreri: 
The Koreri is more like an era where there is an abundance, no more deaths, the dead will come back to 

life, and there is ever lasting happiness. In other concepts from other parts of the world, it is more a place where 

there are beautiful meadows, many lovely flowers, gentle wind passing through the leaves, gleaming rooms 

adorned with gold and jewelry, etc. But in Jewish and Christian tradition, there is a difference between 

paradisewhich is a restoration of Eden while heaven is more spiritual similar to the Egyptian concept as found 

in the Book of the Dead, “You live with peace in your heart. But there is no sexual pleasure there.” 

(Biedermann, 1994:169).Similar concepts are the Buddhist nirvana; or thehai among the Amungme in the 

Timika area in Papua, or the American Indian hana pacha. 

 

V. Implication And Significance: 

5.1 Implication for Development of the People: 

Imagination may emerge from great literary works at the mythical down to ironic level. We now know that 

great literary works play an extremely important role in triggering imagination in the society at large which in 

turn results in intelligent ideas for development in the community. These ideas are the embryos of great 

civilizations.     

The most inspiring story in the Biak oral tradition is the Manarmakeri myth. In the Biak oral tradition, this 

myth is the longest story. The inspiring aspect of the story is all Manarmakeri’s heroic deeds that were caused 

by his situation when he was an outcast and an unwanted. He then changed to become a super hero. His journey 

and his promised return with Koreri is the communal color in this myth.  

When we look at world great civilizations, either a civilization that grew up from within a people, like the 

Indians, the Greeks, or the Egyptians, or great civilizations growing up out of the influence of other great 

civilizations, the effects of imagination in developing the civilizations is really undeniable. These great 

civilizations emerged from the great literary works found in the cultures which are at the mythical level down to 

ironic one (Frye, 1973). We can still see the influence of the great works such as the Ramayana and the 

Mahabarata which are very encyclopedic with their complex deities who have influenced other great 

civilizations like the Javanese, Chinese, Cambodian, Thai, etc.  

One good aspect of the myth is one of the six commands given by Manarmakeri for the Biak people to do is 

‘not to shed the blood of others’. Wherever there is bloodshed, there is no peace, and if there is no peace, this 

will delay the return of Manarmakeri who will bring the Koreri. This is what Manarmakeri said before going on 

his journey to the west. This of course sounds very messianic and we expect it to have impact on the life of the 

people. Whatever they do, they should do it peacefully. Otherwise they will not be able to free themselves from 

earthly influences as said by the voice in the cave: 

Your time has not come. You are still on the other side of the veil. Tiredness and hunger still 

control you. This is the place of those who have freed themselves from those influences. This is the 

place of the Koreri. (Pratomo,. 1983:81)    

According to Budjang (in Koentjaraningrat and Bachtiar, 1963) in Biak there was one ritual for Nanggi 

(sky) which is understood as the place in which Manseren Nanggi (holy god) lives and has power over the 

universe (Fatubun, 2003). However the role of Manseren Nanggi is not very well-known or maybe not yet made 
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known. There are no great influential gods and goddesses with specific functions as to trigger a big 

civilization.There is, however, a another tale which is full of wisdom for various aspects of life, but the 

characters who personified them have not entered into the mythical world in order to be worshipped as gods. 

These gods (I aquate them with gods and godesses from other parts of the world) need to be made known with 

their functions (Fatubun in Wiyatmi, Liliani, and Budiyanto, 2016:32-53) that hopefully would bring about 

positive changes in the people. 

 

5.2 Political Significance: 

In discussing the function of myth, Holloway (in Knights and Cottle, 1960:123), citing Malinowski, says 

that 'Myth . . .  is not an intellectual reaction upon a puzzle, but an explicit act of faith born from the innermost 

instinctive and emotional reaction to the most formidable and haunting ideas.' Again, writing of myths of the 

origin of the society or of men in general he says “ … what really matters about such a story is its social function. 

It conveys, expresses, and strengthens the fundamental fact of the local unity of the group of people descendent 

from the common ancestor.” And therefore, he adds: 

… the really important thing about the myth is its character of a retrospective, ever-present, live 

actuality. It is to a native neither a fictitious story, nor an account of a dead past; it is a statement of a 

bigger reality still partially alive. It is alive in that its precedent, its law, its moral, still rule the social life 

of the natives. It is clear that myth functions especially where there is a sociological strain. . . . We can 

certainly discard all explanatory as well as all symbolic interpretations of these myths . . . 

This is what has been really true with the myth of Manarmakeri for at least two centuries now. The Biak 

people used to worship in what they called rumsram, a house of worship for the return of Manarmakeri who is 

now called Manseren Manggundi (for some early discussion on Koreri and the rumsram, see Kamma, 1976).  

This cult of Manarmakeri as Manseren Manggundi and the Koreriwas started the middle of 19th century, at 

least far back as 1854 (Strelan and Godschalk, 1989). The political bearing of the myth can still be seen today in 

the political movements all over Papua and the most obvious symbol of the myth that is so influential is the Star 

seen in the Bintang Kejora flag which is actually the Makmeseror Samparifrom the myth. I believe a peaceful 

era people are dreaming of is what they are struggling for. And this is of course the idea of the Koreri as said in 

the myth: 

After seven generations of descendents Manseren Manggundi (Manarmakeri’s divine name) will return 

home to Irian (Papua now). By that time Irian will be advanced in all fields and will be a part of one great 

unified, prosperous, and glorious country (Pratomo, 1983:99)     

When this time comes, the promise of the Makmeser about Koreri, who knows, will become true someday. 

This is what the Makmeser told Manarmakeri in response to Manarmakeri’s request for the Koreri: 

For that resurrection to become a reality you take a fruit from the bintangur tree. Throw the fruit at the 

maiden for whom your heart longs. She will become pregnant. From her you expect the birth of a child, the 

bearer of peace. Call him Manarbew. That child will later bring your hopes for a day of resurrection and eternal 

life into fruition (Pratomo, 1983:90) 

 

Conclusion: 

This paper has presented the myth from its archetypal plot, characters, situations, and symbols. It has 

continued to discuss some implication and political bearing on the people. However, to better understand the 

myth, it needs to be analyzed using a combination of Christian-ethics for the many biblical allusions in the myth 

and cultural-historical theories for significance of the local values imbued in the myth. This paper, in its brevity, 

cannot fulfill this need and a longer paper or even a book is needed to do so. In any way, let us just wait and see 

if someday the bearer of peace, Manarbew, will be back from the west in all his power and glory to change the 

life of the Biak people in particular and the Papuans in general. Let us get our fingers crossed and see what will 

happen.    
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